**COMMUNITY ALERT**

**LOCAL NAZI ACTIVITY**

*Patriot Front* is a nationwide Neo-Nazi network that intends to replace the U.S. Republic with a fascist ethno-state. They have engaged in racist vandalisms and provocations in Philly for some time. They work closely with a group of fellow nazis out of NJ called the *New Jersey European Heritage Association (NJEHA)*.

Recently Patriot Front held a large nighttime march in center city with armed uniformed nazis. They also vandalized George Floyd memorials in Olney, Newark and Brooklyn, among others.

**SO WHO DEFINACED THE MEMORIALS?**

Be on the look out for these Neo-Nazis from *Patriot Front/NJEHA*:

- **Jackson Bradley.** Bradley is the local contact for Patriot Front. He lives in Old City at 127 Elfeth’s Alley.

- **Jovi Val.** Jovi is a neo-nazi from NYC who frequently travels to Philly and NJ to join in on their activities. Val was among the nazis who put up Patriot Front flyers around City Hall recently.

- **Dan D’Ambly** is the leader of NJEHA and a longtime Neo-Nazi. D’Ambly currently lives in New Jersey.

- **Ron Sheehy** is another leader of NJEHA and an associate of the Keystone State Skinheads. Sheehy currently lives in New Jersey.

Fascism and White Supremacy have no place in Philadelphia.

If you spot any of these Neo-Nazis or have info on Patriot Front or any other fascists, contact us at PhillyAntifa@protonmail.com